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SECURE INPUT VIA A TOUCHSCREEN

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

[0001] The present application for patent claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/491,086 entitled "Secure Input Via a Touch Screen" filed May 27,

2011, the entire disclosure of which is hereby expressly incorporated by reference

herein.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] Various features pertain to securing information entered using an input

device, and more particularly, to protecting access to information entered via

touchscreen input devices.

Background

[0003] Many electronic devices are reducing the use of dedicated input devices in

favor of multi-use devices, such as touchscreens, which can serve as both input and

output devices. This often permits the electronic devices to be smaller in size and/or

allow for increased display size. Touchscreens also offer greater flexibility since they

permit the appearance and/or configuration of a keypad image (i.e., input device)

displayed on the touchscreen to be modified.

[0004] With a touchscreen driver it is necessary to display the input device image on

the screen that allows the user to know where on the screen to touch for a particular

input symbol (e.g. the letter "a"). Contrary to a traditional keyboard or keypad,

implementing a touchscreen keyboard or keypad involves two components, an input

(the touchscreen) and an output (the display). When implementing a keyboard/keypad,

the touchscreen operates as an input device. However, in order to provide the user with

feedback about which key has been pressed, some kind of visual feedback is provided.

For example, the pressed key's value may be displayed above the touch point, or the

shading of the key may change to give the impression that it has been depressed. This

type of keyboard/keypad, and any accompanying visual feedback, is often controlled by

the high level operating system (HLOS), such as Android® and iOS®. Thus, the HLOS

controls the user interface (UI) and may receive events from the touchscreen driver.



[0005] However, the HLOS may be susceptible to attacks or hacking, which allow

unauthorized access to the information entered on the touchscreen. In a system (e.g.,

processor) that provides a trusted execution environment (TEE) it may be necessary to

have the input pass directly from the hardware to the TEE. This is achieved by

transferring control of the input device from the HLOS to the TEE, such that the HLOS

has no access to the inputs entered by the user, and the inputs instead are only accessible

to the TEE. In the case of a typical physical keyboard/keypad this is fairly

straightforward since the only visual feedback the user typically sees is the appearance

of a concealment character (e.g., "*") in the display input area, and the physical, tactile

feedback of the keyboard/keypad that indicates that a key has been depressed.

[0006] However, if the input device is a touchscreen the situation is more

complicated since, even if an application operating at the HLOS displays a

keyboard/keypad, the driver for the touchscreen is executed in the TEE. Also, the only

output a touchscreen typically provides is where the display is being touched (e.g., a

coordinate or screen location). (Depending on the complexity of the touchscreen driver,

some input gestures such as swiping motions may also be provided.) The mapping of

the screen location coordinates to the corresponding actions are typically handled by the

HLOS which may control the display and know to what actions and/or keys a particular

screen coordinate corresponds to. Even if the touchscreen driver executed on the TEE

were to have a mapping between the keys displayed on the screen by the HLOS, such

architecture may still not provide secure input because some HLOSs, such as Android®,

allow the user to replace the default touchscreen keyboard/keypad with another

keyboard/keypad. In such cases the TEE may not know the keyboard/keypad mapping

without some mapping information being provided by the HLOS. Since the HLOS

cannot be considered secure, the TEE cannot rely on such mapping information

provided by the HLOS.

[0007] Therefore, there is a need for a secure way to implement an input device

using a touchscreen.

SUMMARY

[0008] One feature provides for a device that comprises a touchscreen adapted to

display an image and receive an input, and a processing circuit communicatively

coupled to the touchscreen where the processing circuit is adapted to implement a

secure execution environment having a touchscreen driver, provide a first keypad image



from the secure execution environment to be displayed by the touchscreen, receive a

first input location coordinate at the secure execution environment from the touchscreen

driver, and convert the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change the first

keypad image displayed at the touchscreen. According to one aspect of the disclosure,

the processing circuit is further adapted to convert the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment to at least one of the character, the symbol, and/or the

request to change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen using a first

keypad image mapping implemented within the secure execution environment. The

processing circuit may be further adapted to generate the first keypad image at the

secure execution environment prior to providing the first keypad image. According to

one aspect, the processing circuit is further adapted to obtain the first keypad image

from a secure memory associated with the secure execution environment prior to

providing the first keypad image. According to another aspect, the secure execution

environment includes a display driver that sends the first keypad image to the

touchscreen.

[0009] According to one aspect of the disclosure, the processing circuit is further

adapted to implement an insecure execution environment, wherein data stored or

processed at the secure execution environment is secure from unauthorized access by an

application associated with the insecure execution environment. The secure execution

environment may be independent of the insecure execution environment. According to

one aspect, the insecure execution environment is insecure relative to the secure

execution environment. The insecure execution environment may be implemented as a

high level operating system. According to one aspect, the first input location coordinate

from the touchscreen may bypass the insecure execution environment. According to

another aspect, converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment includes converting the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image displayed at the

touchscreen, and the processing circuit is further adapted to obtain a plurality of keypad

images, the plurality of keypad images including the first keypad image and a second

keypad image, provide the plurality of keypad images from the secure execution

environment to a display driver associated with the insecure execution environment, and

transmit a first request to display the first keypad image to the display driver prior to

receiving the first input location coordinate. Moreover, the processing circuit may be



further adapted to transmit a second request to display the second keypad image to the

display driver after converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to the request to change the first keypad image displayed at the

touchscreen, update a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first keypad

image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad image,

receive a second input location coordinate at the secure execution environment from the

touchscreen driver, and convert, using the second keypad image mapping, the second

input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

[0010] According to another aspect, providing the first keypad image may include

providing the first keypad image to a display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment. As such, the processing circuit may be further adapted to obtain

a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images including the first keypad

image, and select the first keypad image of the plurality keypad images prior to

providing the first keypad image to the display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment. According to one aspect, converting the first input location

coordinate at the secure execution environment includes converting the first input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first

keypad image displayed at the touchscreen, and the processing circuit may be further

adapted to provide a second keypad image of the plurality of keypad images from the

secure execution environment to the display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment, update a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first

keypad image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad

image, receive a second input location coordinate at the secure execution environment

from the touchscreen driver, and convert, using the second keypad image mapping, the

second input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

[0011] Another feature provides for a method operational in a device for secure

input using a touchscreen, where the method comprises implementing a secure

execution environment having a touchscreen driver, providing a first keypad image

from the secure execution environment to be displayed by the touchscreen, receiving a

first input location coordinate at the secure execution environment from the touchscreen

driver, and converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution



environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change the first

keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

[0012] Another feature provides for a device comprising a means for implementing

a secure execution environment having a touchscreen driver, a means for providing a

first keypad image from the secure execution environment to be displayed by a

touchscreen, a means for receiving a first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment from the touchscreen driver, and a means for converting the first

input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to at least one of a

character, a symbol, and/or a request to change the first keypad image displayed at the

touchscreen. According to one aspect of the disclosure, the device further comprises a

means for converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of the character, the symbol, and/or the request to change the

first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen using a first keypad image mapping

associated with the secure execution environment.

[0013] Another feature provides for a processor readable medium having one or

more instructions operational in a device for secure input using a touchscreen, the

instructions which when executed by at least one processor causes the processor to

implement a secure execution environment, provide a first keypad image from the

secure execution environment to be displayed by the touchscreen, receive a first input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment from the touchscreen, and

convert the first input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to at least

one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a device which may implement a secure input of

a touchscreen keypad.

[0015] FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B illustrate flow diagrams of a secure input using

a touchscreen keypad.

[0016] FIGS. 5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, and 8 illustrate flow diagrams of methods

operational in a processing circuit of a device for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen.

[0017] FIG. 9 illustrates a block diagram of a mobile device which may implement

a secure input of a touchscreen keypad.



[0018] FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram of a secure input using a touchscreen

keypad.

[0019] FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate a flow diagram of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad operational within a processing circuit of a mobile device.

[0020] FIGS. 12A, 12B, and 13 illustrate flow diagrams of methods operational in a

processing circuit of a mobile device for securely obtaining inputs from a touchscreen.

[0021] FIG. 14 illustrates a block diagram of a device which may implement a

secure input of a touchscreen keypad.

[0022] FIGS. 15, 16A, and 16B illustrate flow diagrams of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad.

[0023] FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate a flow diagram of a method operational in a

processing circuit of a device for securely obtaining inputs from a touchscreen.

[0024] FIG. 18 illustrates a flow chart of a method operational in a device for secure

input using a touchscreen.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] In the following description, specific details are given to provide a thorough

understanding of the various aspects of the disclosure. However, it will be understood

by one of ordinary skill in the art that the aspects may be practiced without these

specific details. For example, circuits may be shown in block diagrams in order to avoid

obscuring the aspects in unnecessary detail. In other instances, well-known circuits,

structures and techniques may not be shown in detail in order not to obscure the aspects

of the disclosure.

[0026] The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example,

instance, or illustration." Any implementation or aspect described herein as

"exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other

aspects of the disclosure. Likewise, the term "aspects" does not require that all aspects

of the disclosure include the discussed feature, advantage or mode of operation. The

term "keypad" is used herein to refer to various types of keyboards having, for example,

alpha keys, alpha-numeric keys, numeric keys, and/or symbol keys, as well as other

types of input devices.



Overview

[0027] A method and apparatus is provided for securely obtaining input from a

touchscreen. A secure execution environment may be implemented (e.g., at a

processor), where the secure execution environment may include a touchscreen input

driver. A keypad image may be sent from the secure execution environment to a

touchscreen for display. An input location may be received at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver. The input location may be converted at the

secure execution environment into a character, symbol, or a request to change the

keypad image displayed at the touchscreen. The secure execution environment may

implement a keypad image mapping that maps the input location coordinates received to

a character set and/or action.

[0028] In one aspect of the disclosure, an insecure execution environment that

includes a display driver may be implemented, for example, at the same processor

implementing the secure execution environment. Data stored or processed at the secure

execution environment is secure from unauthorized access by an application associated

with the insecure execution environment. The secure execution environment may send

the keypad image to the insecure execution environment to have the keypad image

displayed by the touchscreen. The secure execution environment may be independent of

the insecure execution environment, and the insecure execution environment may be

insecure relative to the secure execution environment. In another aspect of the

disclosure, the secure execution environment may also implement a display driver that

provides the keypad image to the touchscreen.

First Exemplary Implementation for Secure Input Via Touchscreen

[0029] FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a device 100 which may implement a

secure input of a touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure.

The device 100 may include a processing circuit 102, a memory circuit 104, and/or a

touchscreen 106. The processing circuit 102, the memory circuit 104, and the

touchscreen 106 may be communicatively and/or electrically coupled together. The

processing circuit 102 may be implemented as one or more processing devices (e.g.,

processors) and may be adapted to operate a first execution environment 108 and a

second execution environment 112. The first execution environment 108 and the second

execution environment 112 may run in parallel to each other on a single processor. As

another example, the first and second execution environments 108, 112 may run in



parallel on different processors or processor cores that make up the processing circuit

102. The memory circuit 104 may be implemented as one or more memory devices

(e.g., RAM, ROM, volatile memory, non-volatile memory, hard disk drive, etc.). The

memory circuit 104 may include a secure memory portion 105 that cannot be easily

accessed or modified by applications not associated with the second execution

environment 112. The touchscreen 106 may be an electronic visual display that is

adapted to receive inputs and also display visual outputs. The touchscreen 106 may act

as an input by detecting the presence and location of a human and/or stylus touch within

its display area. The touchscreen 106 may be, but is not limited to, a resistive

touchscreen, surface acoustic touchscreen, capacitive (e.g., surface, projected, mutual,

or self) touchscreen, infrared touchscreen, optical imaging touchscreen, dispersive

signal touchscreen, and/or acoustic pulse recognition touchscreen.

[0030] The first execution environment 108 (also referred to herein as an "insecure

execution environment") may be a high level operating system (HLOS) that may run

one or more applications. The first execution environment 108 may be considered

"insecure" in that information at the first execution environment 108 may be accessed

by unintended parties or applications. For example, a malicious entity may install an

application that can snoop on a memory stack, memory space, buffers, registers, and/or

data path interface associated with the first execution environment 108 in order to obtain

unauthorized access to data and/or information (e.g., passwords, user account

information, etc.).

[0031] By contrast, the second execution environment 112 (also referred to herein

as a "secure execution environment") may be a trusted execution environment that is not

easily accessible by applications operating at the insecure execution environment 108

(e.g., applications operating at the HLOS). Thus, the secure execution environment 112

is protected from snooping or unauthorized access that can reveal data or information

associated with the secure execution environment 112. The insecure execution

environment 108 may interact with the secure execution environment 112 using a

prescribed set of interfaces. The functionality of the secure execution environment 112

is typically limited to that provided by the secure execution environment 112

vendor/distributor, and thus it is very difficult to install arbitrary applications in the

secure execution environment 112 since it is tightly controlled. One non-limiting

example of a secure execution environment is Mobicore® created by Gieseke &

Devrient GmbH.



[0032] In the example illustrated in FIG. 1, the secure execution environment 112

may execute a touchscreen driver 114 (e.g., input driver, touchscreen input driver, etc.)

to process outputs generated by the touchscreen 106. For example, the touchscreen

driver receives the electronic signals generated by the touchscreen 106 in response to

screen touches by a user and generates screen location coordinates that correspond to

the locations on the touchscreen 106 where the user touched. Thus, according to one

aspect of the disclosure, the touchscreen driver 114 may be strictly contained and/or

executed within the secure execution environment 112 (e.g., touchscreen driver 114

stored within secure memory 105). To provide a secure implementation of a touchscreen

input device, the secure execution environment 112 may provide at least one keypad

image 116 to the display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108. The

display driver 110 causes the keypad image 116 to be displayed at the touchscreen 106.

According to one aspect of the present disclosure, the secure execution environment 112

generates the keypad image 116. In another aspect, the keypad image 116 is stored

within the secure memory portion 105 of the memory circuit 104 and retrieved from the

secure memory 105 by the secure execution environment 112.

[0033] The keypad image 116 transmitted to the touchscreen 106 is then displayed

by the touchscreen 106. The displayed keypad image 120 may then be manipulated by a

user to enter data (e.g., user information, account information, password, etc.). For

example, using a finger or stylus the user may touch a portion of the touchscreen 106

that corresponds to a desired symbol or key that the user wishes to enter/select. The

touchscreen driver 114 then provides location information (e.g., coordinates) of where

the touchscreen 106 sensed a touch (e.g., keypad press) to the secure execution

environment 112. The location information (e.g., coordinates) may thus bypass the

insecure execution environment 108 and be unknown to applications executed within

the insecure execution environment 108. A keypad mapping 118 function (e.g., a lookup

table) implemented within the secure execution environment 112 then converts the

location information into a particular character, symbol, or other input. For example, the

location information may include coordinates that map to a specific character or symbol.

As another example, the location information may include a series of coordinates that

represent a gesture, such as a swiping gesture. In at least one aspect of the disclosure,

the keypad mapping 118 is unknown to the insecure execution environment 108 because

it strictly resides in the secure execution environment 112. Thus, applications executed



within the insecure execution environment 108 may not have access to the keypad

mapping 118.

[0034] Since the secure execution environment 112 provides the keypad image 116

(e.g., the secure execution environment 112 may be the source of the keypad image

116), the secure execution environment 112 knows each character and/or symbol in the

keypad image bounded by a set of location coordinates. Upon receipt of the location

information from the touchscreen driver 114, the keypad mapping 118 function may

ascertain the key, symbol, or gesture to which such location information corresponds.

Thus, instead of relying on a keypad image and/or keypad mapping provided by the

insecure execution environment 108, the device 100 utilizes a keypad image 116 and/or

keypad mapping 118 provided by the secure execution environment 112 to ensure that

the touchscreen input device is self-contained within the secure execution environment

112 and does not rely on the trustworthiness of the insecure execution environment 108.

[0035] FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram 200 of a secure input using a touchscreen

keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 202, the secure

execution environment 112 generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory 105) at

least one keypad image. At step 204, the secure execution environment 112

provides/transmits the keypad image(s) to the display driver 110 operating within the

insecure execution environment 108. At step 206, the display driver 110 of the insecure

execution environment 108 provides a keypad image to the touchscreen display 106. At

step 208, the touchscreen 106 displays the keypad image. At step 210, the touchscreen

106 receives at least one keypad image input selection from a user. The selection made

corresponds to one or more location coordinates associated with the touchscreen display

106. At step 212, the touchscreen driver 114 transmits/provides the location coordinates

associated with the selection(s) to the secure execution environment 112. At step 214,

the secure execution environment 112 converts the location coordinates associated with

the selection(s) to the corresponding user desired symbol, key, and/or action using the

keypad image mapping 118.

[0036] FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate a flow diagram 300 of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 302, the

secure execution environment 112 generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory

105) a plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad images may

include a numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a QWERTY style

keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard telephone



keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 304, the secure execution

environment 112 provides/transmits the plurality of keypad images to the display driver

110 operating within the insecure execution environment 108. According to one aspect,

the plurality of keypad images are provided to an application requesting secure

touchscreen keypad input running within the insecure execution environment 108. At

step 306, the secure execution environment 112 provides/transmits a first request to the

display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108 to display a first keypad

image of the plurality of keypad images provided. The request specifies which of the

plurality of keypad images the touchscreen 106 should display. According to one aspect,

the first request may be sent periodically, or alternatively it may be sent on an as needed

basis. At step 308, the display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108

provides the first keypad image to the touchscreen display 106. At step 310, the

touchscreen 106 displays the first keypad image. At step 312, the touchscreen 106

receives a first keypad image input selection from a user. In this example, the first

selection corresponds to a request by the user to change the keypad image to another

keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. At step 314, the touchscreen driver 114

transmits/provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the first

selection to the secure execution environment 112. At step 316, the secure execution

environment 112 converts, using a first keypad image mapping, the location coordinates

associated with the first selection to a request for changing the keypad image to another

keypad image desired by the user.

[0037] At step 318, the secure execution environment 112 provides/transmits a

second request to the display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108 to

display a desired, second keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. The second

request specifies which of the plurality of keypad images the touchscreen 106 should

display. According to one aspect, the second request may be sent periodically, or

alternatively it may be sent on an as needed basis. At step 320, the display driver 110 of

the insecure execution environment 108 provides the second keypad image to the

touchscreen display 106. Referring to FIG. 3B, at step 322, the touchscreen 106 displays

the second keypad image. At step 324, the touchscreen 106 receives a second keypad

image input selection from the user. In this example, the second selection corresponds to

a symbol/character desired by the user. At step 326, the touchscreen driver 114

transmits/provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the second

selection to the secure execution environment 112. At step 328, the secure execution



environment 112 updates its keypad image mapping from the first keypad image

mapping to a second keypad image mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated with)

the second keypad image provided to the touchscreen 106 at step 308. According to one

aspect, the update step 328 may be performed after step 316, i.e., after converting the

location coordinates to a request to change the first keypad image. According to another

aspect, the update step 328 may be performed immediately after any one of steps 318,

320, 322, and 324. At step 330, the secure execution environment 112 converts, using

the second keypad image mapping, the location coordinates associated with the second

selection to the corresponding user desired symbol/character. Thus, the secure execution

environment 112 transmits to the insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., an

application requesting secure touchscreen keypad input running within the insecure

execution environment 108) all the keypad images at once and then later sends requests

to change the keypad image as needed or periodically.

[0038] FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate a flow diagram 400 of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 402, the

secure execution environment 112 generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory

105) a plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad images may

include a numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a QWERTY style

keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard telephone

keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 404, the secure execution

environment 112 provides/transmits a first keypad image to the display driver 110

operating within the insecure execution environment 108. According to one aspect, the

first keypad image is provided to an application requesting secure touchscreen keypad

input running within the insecure execution environment 108. At step 406, the display

driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108 provides the first keypad image to

the touchscreen display 106. At step 408, the touchscreen 106 displays the first keypad

image. At step 410, the touchscreen 106 receives a first keypad image input selection

from a user. In this example, the first selection corresponds to a request by the user to

change the keypad image to another keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. At

step 412, the touchscreen driver 114 transmits/provides the touchscreen location

coordinates associated with the first selection to the secure execution environment 112.

At step 414, the secure execution environment 112 converts, using a first keypad image

mapping, the location coordinates associated with the first selection to a request for

changing the keypad image to another keypad image desired by the user.



[0039] At step 416, the secure execution environment 112 provides/transmits a

second keypad image to the display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment

108 to display a desired, second keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. At

step 418, the display driver 110 of the insecure execution environment 108 provides the

second keypad image to the touchscreen display 106. At step 420, the touchscreen 106

displays the second keypad image. Referring to FIG. 4B, at step 422, the touchscreen

106 receives a second keypad image input selection from the user. In this example, the

second selection corresponds to a symbol/character desired by the user. At step 424, the

touchscreen driver 114 transmits/provides the touchscreen location coordinates

associated with the second selection to the secure execution environment 112. At step

426, the secure execution environment 112 updates its keypad image mapping from the

first keypad image mapping to a second keypad image mapping that corresponds to

(e.g., associated with) the second keypad image provided to the touchscreen 106 at step

406. According to one aspect, the update step 426 may be performed after step 414, i.e.,

after converting the location coordinates to a request to change the first keypad image.

According to another aspect, the update step 426 may be performed immediately after

any one of steps 416, 418, 420, and 422. At step 428, the secure execution environment

112 converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the location coordinates

associated with the second selection to the corresponding user desired symbol/character.

Thus, the secure execution environment 112 transmits keypad images to the insecure

execution environment 108 (e.g., an application requesting secure touchscreen keypad

input running within the insecure execution environment 108) for display on the

touchscreen 106 as the need for that specific keypad image arises.

[0040] Since the secure execution environment 112 knows when a keypad image

change is made, it can update its keypad image mapping to the appropriate map. This

allows the secure execution environment 112 to know which keys are being pressed

without having to store and/or execute a user interface driver. Rather, a user interface

driver may be executed by the insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., executed by a

high level operating system). Storing and or executing a user interface driver at the

secure execution environment 112 may be undesirable in some applications since the

secure execution environment 112 may have limited resources, such as secure memory

105, which can be expensive to implement.

[0041] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram 500 of a method operational in a processing

circuit 102 (See FIG. 1) of a device 100 for securely obtaining inputs from a



touchscreen 106 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. The processing

circuit 102 may include two or more separate processing systems or environments, such

as an insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., a high level operating system) and a

secure execution environment 112 (e.g., a trusted execution environment). Referring to

FIG. 5, at step 502, the secure execution environment generates and/or obtains (e.g.,

from secure memory) at least one keypad image. At step 504, the secure execution

environment provides the keypad image to a display driver operating within the insecure

execution environment. At step 506, the display driver provides the keypad image to the

touchscreen display. At step 508, the touchscreen displays the keypad image. At step

510, the touchscreen receives at least one keypad image input selection designating one

or more location coordinates associated with the touchscreen display. At step 512, the

touchscreen display provides the location coordinates associated with the selection(s) to

the secure execution environment. At step 514, the secure execution environment

converts the location coordinates associated with the selection(s) to the corresponding

user desired symbol, key, and/or action by using a keypad image mapping.

[0042] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate a flow diagram 600 of a method operational in a

processing circuit 102 (See FIG. 1) of a device 100 for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen 106 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. The processing

circuit 102 may include two or more separate processing systems or environments, such

as an insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., a high level operating system) and a

secure execution environment 112 (e.g., a trusted execution environment). Referring to

FIG. 6A, at step 602, the secure execution environment generates and/or obtains (e.g.,

from secure memory) a plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad

images may include a numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a

QWERTY style keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard

telephone keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 604, the secure

execution environment provides the plurality of keypad images to a display driver

operating within the insecure execution environment. According to one aspect, the

plurality of keypad images are provided to an application requesting secure touchscreen

keypad input running within the insecure execution environment. At step 606, the

secure execution environment provides a first request to the display driver to display a

first keypad image of the plurality of keypad images provided. The request specifies

which of the plurality of keypad images the touchscreen 106 should display. According



to one aspect, the first request may be sent periodically, or alternatively it may be sent

on an as needed basis.

[0043] At step 608, the display driver provides the first keypad image to the

touchscreen display. At step 610, the touchscreen displays the first keypad image. At

step 612, the touchscreen receives a first keypad image input selection from a user. In

this example, the first selection corresponds to a request by the user to change the

keypad image to another keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. At step 614,

the touchscreen driver provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the

first selection to the secure execution environment. At step 616, the secure execution

environment converts, using a first keypad image mapping, the location coordinates

associated with the first selection to a request for changing the keypad image to another

keypad image desired by the user.

[0044] Referring to FIG. 6B, at step 618, the secure execution environment provides

a second request to the display driver to display a second keypad image of the plurality

of keypad images. The second request specifies which of the plurality of keypad images

the touchscreen should display. According to one aspect, the second request may be sent

periodically, or alternatively it may be sent on an as needed basis. At step 620, the

display driver provides the second keypad image to the touchscreen display. At step

622, the touchscreen displays the second keypad image. At step 624, the touchscreen

receives a second keypad image input selection from the user. In this example, the

second selection corresponds to a symbol/character desired by the user. At step 626, the

touchscreen driver provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the

second selection to the secure execution environment. At step 628, the secure execution

environment updates its keypad image mapping from the first keypad image mapping to

a second keypad image mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated with) the second

keypad image. According to one aspect, the update step 628 may be performed after

step 616, i.e., after converting the location coordinates to a request to change the first

keypad image. According to another aspect, the update step 628 may be performed

immediately after any one of steps 618, 620, 622, and 624. At step 630, the secure

execution environment converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the location

coordinates associated with the second selection to the corresponding user desired

symbol/character.

[0045] FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate a flow diagram 700 of a method operational in a

processing circuit 102 (See FIG. 1) of a device 100 for securely obtaining inputs from a



touchscreen 106 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. The processing

circuit 102 may include two or more separate processing systems or environments, such

as an insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., a high level operating system) and a

secure execution environment 112 (e.g., a trusted execution environment). Referring to

FIG. 7A, at step 702, the secure execution environment generates and/or obtains (e.g.,

from secure memory) a plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad

images may include a numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a

QWERTY style keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard

telephone keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 704, the secure

execution environment provides a first keypad image to a display driver operating

within the insecure execution environment. According to one aspect, the first keypad

image is provided to an application requesting secure touchscreen keypad input running

within the insecure execution environment. At step 706, the display driver provides the

first keypad image to the touchscreen display. At step 708, the touchscreen displays the

first keypad image. At step 710, the touchscreen receives a first keypad image input

selection from a user. In this example, the first selection corresponds to a request by the

user to change the keypad image to another keypad image of the plurality of keypad

images. At step 712, the touchscreen driver provides the touchscreen location

coordinates associated with the first selection to the secure execution environment. At

step 714, the secure execution environment converts, using a first keypad image

mapping, the location coordinates associated with the first selection to a request for

changing the keypad image to another keypad image desired by the user.

[0046] Referring to FIG. 7B, at step 716, the secure execution environment provides

a second keypad image to the display driver to display a second keypad image of the

plurality of keypad images. At step 718, the display driver provides the second keypad

image to the touchscreen display. At step 720, the touchscreen displays the second

keypad image. At step 722, the touchscreen receives a second keypad image input

selection from the user. In this example, the second selection corresponds to a

symbol/character desired by the user. At step 724, the touchscreen driver provides the

touchscreen location coordinates associated with the second selection to the secure

execution environment. At step 726, the secure execution environment updates its

keypad image mapping from the first keypad image mapping to a second keypad image

mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated with) the second keypad image. According

to one aspect, the update step 726 may be performed after step 714, i.e., after converting



the location coordinates to a request to change the first keypad image. According to

another aspect, the update step 726 may be performed immediately after any one of

steps 716, 718, 720, and 722. At step 728, the secure execution environment converts,

using the second keypad image mapping, the location coordinates associated with the

second selection to the corresponding user desired symbol/character.

[0047] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram 800 of a method operational in a processing

circuit 102 (See FIG. 1) of a device 100 for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen 106 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. The processing

circuit 102 may include two or more separate processing systems or environments, such

as an insecure execution environment 108 (e.g., a high level operating system) and a

secure execution environment 112 (e.g., a trusted execution environment). Referring to

FIG. 8, at step 802, the secure execution environment may store one or more keypad

images and one or more corresponding keypad mappings. At step 804, the insecure

execution environment may execute a user interface driver, and the secure execution

environment may execute a touchscreen input driver. At step 806, upon an indication

from an application executed at the insecure execution environment, outputs from the

touchscreen are routed directly to the secure execution environment. At step 808, the

secure execution environment provides a keypad image to the insecure execution

environment that causes the keypad image to be displayed by the touchscreen. At step

810, upon action by a user in selecting a key from the keypad image displayed at the

touchscreen, the secure execution environment receives screen location information

from the touchscreen driver. The screen location information corresponds to the selected

key. At step 812, the secure execution environment the converts the screen location

information to a corresponding key or character using a keypad image mapping. At step

814, the secure execution environment may subsequently change the keypad used by

sending a replacement keypad image to the insecure execution environment for display

on the touchscreen.

Second Exemplary Implementation for Secure Input Via Touch Screen

[0048] FIG. 9 illustrates a block diagram of a mobile device 900 which may

implement a secure input of a touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present

disclosure. The mobile device 900 (e.g., mobile phone, smartphone, laptop computer,

tablet, wireless communication device, etc.) may include a processing circuit 902, a

memory circuit 904, a touchscreen 906, and/or a wireless communication interface 907.



The processing circuit 902, the memory circuit 904, the touchscreen 906, and the

wireless communication interface 907 may be communicatively and/or electrically

coupled together. The processing circuit 902 may be implemented as one or more

processing devices (e.g., processors) and may be adapted to operate a high level

operating system 908 and a trusted execution environment 912. The high level operating

system 908 and the trusted execution environment 912 may run in parallel to each other

on a single processor. As another example, the high level operating system 908 and the

trusted execution environment 912 may run in parallel on different processors or

processor cores that make up the processing circuit 902. The memory circuit 904 may

be implemented as one or more memory devices (e.g., RAM, ROM, volatile memory,

non-volatile memory, hard disk drive, etc.). The memory circuit 904 may include a

secure memory portion 914 that cannot be easily accessed or modified by applications

not associated with the trusted execution environment 912. The touchscreen 906 may be

an electronic visual display that is adapted to receive inputs and also display visual

outputs. The touchscreen 906 may act as an input device by detecting the presence and

location of a human and/or stylus touch within its display area. The touchscreen 906

may be, but is not limited to, a resistive touchscreen, surface acoustic touchscreen,

capacitive (e.g., surface, projected, mutual, or self) touchscreen, infrared touchscreen,

optical imaging touchscreen, dispersive signal touchscreen, and/or acoustic pulse

recognition touchscreen. The wireless communication interface 907 may serve to

communicatively couple the mobile device 900 to a wireless network through which it

can send and/or receive data.

[0049] The high level operating system (HLOS) 908 (also referred to herein as an

"insecure execution environment") may run one or more applications. The HLOS 908

may be considered "insecure" in that information at the HLOS 908 may be accessed by

unintended parties or applications. For example, a malicious entity may install an

application that can snoop on a memory stack, memory space, buffers, registers, and/or

data path interface associated with the HLOS 908 in order to obtain unauthorized access

to data and/or information (e.g., passwords, user account information, etc.).

[0050] By contrast, the trusted execution environment (TEE) 912 (also referred to

herein as a "secure execution environment") is not easily accessible by applications

operating at the HLOS 908. Thus, the TEE 912 is protected from snooping or

unauthorized access that can reveal data or information associated with the TEE

912.The HLOS 908 may interact with the TEE 912 using a prescribed set of interfaces.



The functionality of the TEE 912 is typically limited to that provided by the TEE 912

vendor/distributor, and thus it is very difficult to install arbitrary applications in the TEE

912 since it is tightly controlled. One non-limiting example of a TEE is Mobicore®

created by Gieseke & Devrient GmbH.

[0051] In the example illustrated in FIG. 9, the TEE 912 may execute a touchscreen

driver 918 (e.g., input driver) to process outputs generated by the touchscreen 906. For

example, the touchscreen driver receives the electronic signals generated by the

touchscreen 906 in response to screen touches by a user and generates screen location

coordinates that correspond to the locations on the touchscreen 906 where the user

touched. Thus, according to one aspect of the disclosure, the touchscreen driver 918

may be strictly contained and/or executed within the trusted execution environment 912

(e.g., touchscreen driver 918 stored within secure memory 914). To provide a secure

implementation of a touchscreen input device, the TEE 912 may provide at least one

keypad image 916 to the display driver 910 executed at the HLOS 908. The display

driver 910 causes the keypad image 916 to be displayed at the touchscreen 906.

According to one aspect of the present disclosure, the TEE 912 generates the keypad

image 916. In another aspect, the keypad image 916 is stored within the secure memory

portion 914 of the memory circuit 904 and retrieved from the secure memory 914 by the

TEE 912.

[0052] The keypad image 916 transmitted to the touchscreen 906 is then displayed

by the touchscreen 906. The displayed keypad image 920 may then be manipulated by a

user to enter data (e.g., user information, account information, password, etc.). For

example, using a finger or stylus the user may touch a portion of the touchscreen 906

that corresponds to a desired symbol or key that the user wishes to enter/select. The

touchscreen driver 918 then provides location information (e.g., coordinates) of where

the touchscreen 906 sensed a touch (e.g., keypad press) to the TEE 912. The location

information (e.g., coordinates) may thus bypass the HLOS 908 and be unknown to

applications executed within the HLOS 908. A keypad mapping 919 function (e.g.,

lookup table) implemented within the TEE 912 converts the location information into a

particular character, symbol, or other input. For example, the location information may

include coordinates that map to a specific character or symbol. As another example, the

location information may include a series of coordinates that represent a gesture, such as

a swiping gesture. In at least one aspect of the disclosure, the keypad mapping 919 is



unknown to the HLOS 908 because it strictly resides in the TEE 912. Thus, applications

executed within the HLOS 908 may not have access to the keypad mapping 919.

[0053] Since the TEE 912 provides the keypad image 916 (e.g., the TEE 912 may

be the source of the keypad image 916), the TEE 912 knows each character and/or

symbol in the keypad image bounded by a set of location coordinates. Upon receipt of

the location information from the touchscreen 906, the TEE 912 uses a keypad mapping

919 to ascertain the key, symbol, and/or gesture to which such location information

corresponds to. Thus, instead of relying on a keypad image and/or keypad mapping

provided by the HLOS 908, the device 900 utilizes a keypad image 916 and/or an

touchscreen driver 918 at the TEE 912 to ensure that the touchscreen input device is

self-contained within the TEE 912 and does not rely on the trustworthiness of the HLOS

908. Moreover, this process allows the TEE 912 to know which keys are being pressed

without having to store and/or execute a user interface driver. Rather, a user interface

driver may be executed by the HLOS 908. Storing and or executing a user interface

driver at the TEE 912 may be undesirable in some applications since the TEE 912 may

have limited resources, such as secure memory 914 which can be expensive to

implement.

[0054] FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram 1000 of a secure input using a touchscreen

keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1002, the TEE 912

generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory 914) at least one keypad image. At

step 1004, the TEE 912 optionally selects a keypad image if a plurality of keypad

images were generated/obtained. At step 1006, the TEE 912 provides/transmits the

selected keypad image to the display driver 910 operating within the HLOS 908. At step

1008, the display driver 910 of the HLOS 908 provides the keypad image to the

touchscreen display 906. At step 1010, the touchscreen 906 displays the keypad image.

At step 1012, the touchscreen 906 receives at least one keypad image input selection

from a user. The selection made corresponds to one or more location coordinates

associated with the touchscreen display 906. At step 1014, the touchscreen driver 918

transmits/provides the location coordinates associated with the selection(s) to the TEE

912. At step 1016, the TEE 912 converts the location coordinates associated with the

selection(s) to the corresponding user desired symbol, key, and/or action using a keypad

image mapping 919.

[0055] FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate a flow diagram 1100 of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad operational within a processing circuit 902 of a mobile device 900



according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1102, the TEE 912 generates

and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory 914) a plurality of keypad images. For

example, the plurality of keypad images may include a numeric 0 - 9 personal

identification number (PIN) keypad, a QWERTY style keyboard, a "shifted" version of

the QWERTY style keypad, a standard telephone keypad, and/or additional keypads

with other symbols. At step 1104, the TEE 912 provides/transmits the plurality of

keypad images to the display driver 910 operating within the HLOS 908. According to

one aspect, the plurality of keypad images are provided to an application requesting

secure touchscreen keypad input running within the HLOS 908. At step 1106, the TEE

912 provides/transmits a first request to the display driver 910 of the HLOS 908 to

display a first keypad image of the plurality of keypad images provided. The request

specifies which of the plurality of keypad images the touchscreen 906 should display.

According to one aspect, the first request may be sent periodically, or alternatively it

may be sent on an as needed basis. At step 1108, the display driver 910 of the HLOS

908 provides the first keypad image to the touchscreen display 906. At step 1110, the

touchscreen 906 displays the first keypad image. At step 1112, the touchscreen 906

receives a first keypad image input selection from a user. In this example, the first

selection corresponds to a request by the user to change the keypad image to another

keypad image of the plurality of keypad images. At step 1114, the touchscreen driver

918 transmits/provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the first

selection to the TEE 912. At step 1116, the TEE 912 converts, using a first keypad

image mapping, the location coordinates associated with the first selection to a request

for changing the keypad image to another keypad image desired by the user.

[0056] At step 1118, the TEE 912 provides/transmits a second request to the display

driver 910 of the HLOS 908 to display a desired, second keypad image of the plurality

of keypad images. The second request specifies which of the plurality of keypad images

the touchscreen 906 should display. According to one aspect, the second request may be

sent periodically, or alternatively it may be sent on an as needed basis. At step 1120, the

display driver 910 provides the second keypad image to the touchscreen display 906.

Referring to FIG. 11B, at step 1122, the touchscreen 906 displays the second keypad

image. At step 1124, the touchscreen 906 receives a second keypad image input

selection from the user. In this example, the second selection corresponds to a

symbol/character desired by the user. At step 1126, the touchscreen driver 918

transmits/provides the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the second



selection to the TEE 912. At step 1128, the TEE 912 may update its keypad image

mapping from the first keypad image mapping to a second keypad image mapping that

corresponds to (e.g., associated with) the second keypad image provided to the

touchscreen 906 at step 1108. According to one aspect, the update step 1128 may be

performed after any one of steps 1116, 1118, 1120, 1122, and 1124. At step 1130, the

TEE 912 converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the location coordinates

associated with the second selection to the corresponding user desired symbol/character.

Thus, the TEE 912 transmits to the HLOS 908 (e.g., an application requesting secure

touchscreen keypad input running within the HLOS 908) all the keypad images at once,

and then later sends requests to change the keypad images as needed or periodically.

[0057] FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate a flow diagram 1200 of a method operational

in a processing circuit 902 of a mobile device 900 for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen 906 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. Referring to FIG.

12A, at step 1202, the TEE generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory) a

plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad images may include a

numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a QWERTY style

keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard telephone

keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 1204, the TEE provides a

first keypad image to a display driver operating within the HLOS. According to one

aspect, the first keypad image is provided to an application requesting secure

touchscreen keypad input running within the HLOS. At step 1206, the display driver

provides the first keypad image to the touchscreen display. At step 1208, the

touchscreen displays the first keypad image. At step 1210, the touchscreen receives a

first keypad image input selection from a user. In this example, the first selection

corresponds to a request by the user to change the keypad image to another keypad

image of the plurality of keypad images. At step 1212, the touchscreen driver provides

the touchscreen location coordinates associated with the first selection to the TEE. At

step 1214, the TEE converts, using driver first keypad image mapping, the location

coordinates associated with the first selection to a request for changing the keypad

image to another keypad image desired by the user.

[0058] Referring to FIG. 12B, at step 1216, the TEE provides a second keypad

image to the display driver to display a second keypad image of the plurality of keypad

images. At step 1218, the display driver provides the second keypad image to the

touchscreen display. At step 1220, the touchscreen displays the second keypad image.



At step 1222, the touchscreen receives a second keypad image input selection from the

user. In this example, the second selection corresponds to a symbol/character desired by

the user. At step 1224, the touchscreen driver provides the touchscreen location

coordinates associated with the second selection to the TEE. At step 1226, the TEE may

update a keypad image mapping from the first keypad image mapping to a second

keypad image mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated with) the second keypad

image. In addition or in the alternative, the TEE may update any lookup tables that

perform the location coordinate to symbol conversion. According to one aspect, the

update step 1226 may be performed after any one of steps 1214, 1216, 1218, 1220, and

1222. At step 1228, the TEE converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the

location coordinates associated with the second selection to the corresponding user

desired symbol/character.

[0059] FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram 1300 of a method operational in a

processing circuit 902 of a mobile device 900 for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen 906 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1302, a

trusted execution environment (e.g., second execution environment) is implemented

(e.g., on the processor 902) that includes a touchscreen input driver. At step 1304, a

high level operating system (e.g., first execution environment) is implemented (e.g., on

the processor 902) that includes a display driver to output images to the touchscreen. At

step 1306, a plurality of keypad images may be obtained at the trusted execution

environment 1308. At step 1308, a keypad image may be selected from the plurality of

keypad images at the trusted execution environment. At step 1310, the selected keypad

image may be sent from the trusted execution environment to the high level operating

system to have the keypad image displayed by the touchscreen. Subsequently, at step

1312, an input location may be received at the trusted execution environment from the

touchscreen driver. At step 1314, the input location may be converted (e.g., via mapping

or lookup table) at the trusted execution environment to a character or symbol. At step

1316, the keypad image may be replaced with a second keypad image by sending the

second keypad image from the trusted execution environment to the high level operating

system to have the second keypad image displayed by the touchscreen.

Third Exemplary Implementation for Secure Input Via Touch Screen

[0060] FIG. 14 illustrates a block diagram of a device 1400 which may implement a

secure input of a touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure.



The device 1400 may be, but is not limited to, a mobile device, a mobile phone, a

smartphone, a laptop computer, a tablet, and/or any other wireless communication

device. The device 1400 may include a processing circuit 1402, a memory circuit 1404,

a touchscreen 1406, and/or a wireless communication interface 1408. The processing

circuit 1402, the memory circuit 1404, the touchscreen 1406, and the wireless

communication interface 1408 may be communicatively and/or electrically coupled

together. The processing circuit 1402 may be implemented as one or more processing

devices (e.g., processors) and may be adapted to operate an insecure execution

environment 1410 and a secure execution environment 1412. The insecure execution

environment 1410 and the secure execution environment 1412 may run in parallel to

each other on a single processor. As another example, the insecure and secure execution

environments 1410, 1412 may run in parallel on different processors or processor cores

that make up the processing circuit 1402. The memory circuit 1404 may be

implemented as one or more memory devices (e.g., RAM, ROM, volatile memory, non

volatile memory, hard disk drive, etc.). The memory circuit 1404 may include a secure

memory portion 1405 that cannot be easily accessed or modified by applications not

associated with the secure execution environment 1412. The touchscreen 1406 may be

an electronic visual display that is adapted to receive inputs and also display visual

outputs. The touchscreen 1406 may act as an input device by detecting the presence and

location of a human and/or stylus touch within its display area. The touchscreen 1406

may be, but is not limited to, a resistive touchscreen, surface acoustic touchscreen,

capacitive (e.g., surface, projected, mutual, or self) touchscreen, infrared touchscreen,

optical imaging touchscreen, dispersive signal touchscreen, and/or acoustic pulse

recognition touchscreen. The wireless communication interface 1408 may serve to

communicatively couple the device 1400 to a wireless network through which it can

send and/or receive data.

[0061] The insecure execution environment 1410 (also referred to herein as a "first

execution environment") may be, for example, a high level operating system that runs

one or more applications. The insecure execution environment 1410 may be considered

"insecure" in that information at the insecure execution environment 1410 may be

accessed by unintended parties or applications. For example, a malicious entity may

install an application that can snoop on a memory stack, memory space, buffers,

registers, and/or data path interface associated with the insecure execution environment



1410 in order to obtain unauthorized access to data and/or information (e.g., passwords,

user account information, etc.).

[0062] By contrast, the secure execution environment 1412 (also referred to herein as

a "second execution environment") may be, for example, a trusted execution

environment that is not easily accessible by applications operating at the insecure

execution environment 1410. Thus, the secure execution environment 1412 is protected

from snooping or unauthorized access that can reveal data or information associated

with the secure execution environment 1412. The insecure execution environment 1410

may interact with the secure execution environment 1412 using a prescribed set of

interfaces. The functionality of the secure execution environment 1412 is typically

limited to that provided by the secure execution environment 1412 vendor/distributor,

and thus it is very difficult to install arbitrary applications in the secure execution

environment 1412 since it is tightly controlled. One non-limiting example of a secure

execution environment is Mobicore® created by Gieseke & Devrient GmbH.

[0063] In the example illustrated in FIG. 14, the secure execution environment 1412

may execute a touchscreen driver 1418 (e.g., touchscreen input driver) to process

outputs generated by the touchscreen 1406, and may also execute a display driver 1416

to control the images displayed by the touchscreen 1406. For example, the touchscreen

driver receives the electronic signals generated by the touchscreen 1406 in response to

screen touches by a user and generates screen location coordinates that correspond to

the locations on the touchscreen 1406 where the user touched. In the illustrated

example, the touchscreen driver 1418 and the display driver 1416 may be strictly

contained and/or executed within the secure execution environment 1412 (e.g., stored

within secure memory 1405). To provide a secure implementation of a touchscreen

input device, the secure execution environment 1412 may provide at least one keypad

image 1414 to the display driver 1416. The display driver 1416 causes the keypad

image 1414 to be displayed at the touchscreen 1406. According to one aspect of the

present disclosure, the secure execution environment 1412 generates the keypad image

1414. In another aspect, the keypad image 1414 is stored within the secure memory

portion 1405 of the memory circuit 1404 and retrieved from the secure memory 1405 by

the secure execution environment 1412.

[0064] The keypad image 1414 transmitted to the touchscreen 1406 is then

displayed by the touchscreen 1406. The displayed keypad image 1420 may then be

manipulated by a user (e.g., pressing keys or performing other gestures) to enter data



(e.g., user information, account information, password, etc.). For example, using a

finger or stylus the user may touch a portion of the touchscreen 1406 that corresponds to

a desired symbol or key that the user wishes to enter/select. The touchscreen driver 1418

then provides location information (e.g., coordinates) of where the touchscreen 1406

sensed a touch (e.g., keypad press) to the secure execution environment 1412. The

location information (e.g., coordinates) may thus bypass the insecure execution

environment 1410 and be unknown to applications executed within the insecure

execution environment 1410. The secure execution environment 1412 includes a keypad

mapping 1419 function (e.g., lookup table) that converts the location information into a

particular character, symbol, or other input. For example, the location information may

include coordinates that map to a specific character or symbol. As another example, the

location information may include a series of coordinates that represent a gesture, such as

a swiping gesture. In at least one aspect of the disclosure, the keypad mapping 1419 is

unknown to the insecure execution environment 1410 because it strictly resides in the

secure execution environment 1412. Thus, applications executed within the insecure

execution environment 1410 may not have access to the keypad mapping 1419.

[0065] Since the secure execution environment 1412 provides the keypad image 916

(e.g., the TEE 1412 may be the source of the keypad image 1414), the secure execution

environment 1412 knows each character and/or symbol in the keypad image bounded by

a set of location coordinates. Upon receipt of the location information from the

touchscreen driver 1418, the secure execution environment 1412 uses a keypad mapping

1419 (e.g., function and/or lookup tables) to ascertain the key, symbol, and/or gesture to

which such location information corresponds. Thus, instead of relying on a keypad

image and/or keypad mapping provided by the insecure execution environment 1410,

the device 1400 utilizes a keypad image 1414, a display driver 1416, and/or an input

driver 1418 at the secure execution environment 1412 to ensure that the touchscreen

input device is self-contained and does not rely on the trustworthiness of the insecure

execution environment 1410. Moreover, this process allows the secure execution

environment 1412 to know which keys are being pressed without having to store and/or

execute a user interface driver. Rather, a user interface driver may be executed by the

insecure execution environment 1410. Storing and or executing a user interface driver at

the secure execution environment 1412 may be undesirable in some applications since

the secure execution environment 1412 may have limited resources, such as secure

memory 1405 which can be expensive to implement.



[0066] FIG. 15 illustrates a flow diagram 1500 of a secure input using a touchscreen

keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1502, the secure

execution environment 1412 generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory 1405)

at least one keypad image. At step 1504, the secure execution environment 1412

optionally selects a keypad image if a plurality of keypad images were

generated/obtained. At step 1506, the secure execution environment 1412

provides/transmits the selected keypad image to the display driver 1416 operating

within the secure execution environment 1412. At step 1508, the display driver 1416

provides the keypad image to the touchscreen display 1406. At step 1510, the

touchscreen 1406 displays the keypad image. At step 1512, the touchscreen 1406

receives at least one keypad image input selection from a user. The selection made

corresponds to one or more location coordinates associated with the touchscreen display

1406. At step 1514, the touchscreen driver 1418 transmits/provides the location

coordinates associated with the selection(s) to the secure execution environment 1412.

At step 1516, the secure execution environment 1412 converts the location coordinates

associated with the selection(s) to the corresponding user desired symbol, key, and/or

action using the keypad mapping 1419.

[0067] FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate a flow diagram 1600 of a secure input using a

touchscreen keypad according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1602, the

secure execution environment 1412 generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory

1405) a plurality of keypad images. For example, the plurality of keypad images may

include a numeric 0 - 9 personal identification number (PIN) keypad, a QWERTY style

keyboard, a "shifted" version of the QWERTY style keypad, a standard telephone

keypad, and/or additional keypads with other symbols. At step 1604, the secure

execution environment 1412 selects a first keypad image from the plurality of keypad

images, and provides/transmits the first keypad image to the display driver 1416

operating within the secure execution environment 1412. According to one aspect, the

first keypad image is provided to an application requesting secure touchscreen keypad

input running within the secure execution environment 1412. At step 1606, the display

driver 1416 of the secure execution environment 1412 provides the first keypad image

to the touchscreen display 1406. At step 1608, the touchscreen 1406 displays the first

keypad image. At step 1610, the touchscreen 1406 receives a first keypad image input

selection from a user. In this example, the first selection corresponds to a request by the

user to change the keypad image to another keypad image of the plurality of keypad



images. At step 1612, the touchscreen driver 1418 transmits/provides the touchscreen

location coordinates associated with the first selection to the input driver 1418 of the

secure execution environment 1412. At step 1614, the secure execution environment

1412 converts, using a first keypad image mapping, the location coordinates associated

with the first selection to a request for changing the keypad image to another keypad

image desired by the user.

[0068] At step 1616, the secure execution environment 1412 selects a second keypad

image from the plurality of keypad images, and provides/transmits the second keypad

image to the display driver 1416 to display the second keypad image. At step 1618, the

display driver 1416 provides the second keypad image to the touchscreen display 1406.

At step 1620, the touchscreen 1406 displays the second keypad image. Referring to FIG.

16B, at step 1622, the touchscreen 1406 receives a second keypad image input selection

from the user. In this example, the second selection corresponds to a symbol/character

desired by the user. At step 1624, the touchscreen driver 1418 transmits/provides the

touchscreen location coordinates associated with the second selection to the secure

execution environment 1412. At step 1626, the input driver of the secure execution

environment 1412 may update a keypad image mapping from a first keypad image

mapping to a second keypad image mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated with)

the second keypad image. In addition or in the alternative, the secure execution

environment 1412 may update any lookup tables that perform the location coordinate to

symbol conversion. According to one aspect, the update step 1626 may be performed

after any one of steps 1614, 1616, 1618, 1620, and 1622. At step 1628, the secure

execution environment 1412 converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the

location coordinates associated with the second selection to the corresponding user

desired symbol/character.

[0069] FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate a flow diagram 1700 of a method operational

in a processing circuit 1402 of a device 1400 for securely obtaining inputs from a

touchscreen 1406 according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At step 1702, the

secure execution environment generates and/or obtains (e.g., from secure memory) a

plurality of keypad images. At step 1704, the secure execution environment selects a

first keypad image from the plurality of keypad images, and provides the first keypad

image to the display driver operating within the secure execution environment.

According to one aspect, the first keypad image is provided to an application requesting

secure touchscreen keypad input running within the secure execution environment. At



step 1706, the display driver of the secure execution environment provides the first

keypad image to the touchscreen display. At step 1708, the touchscreen displays the

first keypad image. At step 1710, the touchscreen receives a first keypad image input

selection from a user. In this example, the first selection corresponds to a request by the

user to change the keypad image to another keypad image of the plurality of keypad

images. At step 1712, the touchscreen driver provides the touchscreen location

coordinates associated with the first selection to the secure execution environment. At

step 1714, the secure execution environment converts, using a first keypad image

mapping, the location coordinates associated with the first selection to a request for

changing the keypad image to another keypad image desired by the user.

[0070] Referring to FIG. 17B, at step 1716, the secure execution environment selects a

second keypad image from the plurality of keypad images, and provides the second

keypad image to the display driver to display the second keypad image. At step 1718,

the display driver provides the second keypad image to the touchscreen display. At step

1720, the touchscreen displays the second keypad image. At step 1722, the touchscreen

receives a second keypad image input selection from the user. In this example, the

second selection corresponds to a symbol/character desired by the user. At step 1724,

the touchscreen driver transmits the touchscreen location coordinates associated with

the second selection to the secure execution environment. At step 1726, the secure

execution environment may update a keypad image mapping from the first keypad

image mapping to a second keypad image mapping that corresponds to (e.g., associated

with) the second keypad image. In addition or in the alternative, the secure execution

environment may update any lookup tables that perform the location coordinate to

symbol conversion. According to one aspect, the update step 1726 may be performed

after any one of steps 1714, 1716, 1718, 1720, and 1722. At step 1728, the secure

execution environment converts, using the second keypad image mapping, the location

coordinates associated with the second selection to the corresponding user desired

symbol/character.

[0071] FIG. 18 illustrates a flow chart 1800 of a method operational in a device for

secure input using a touchscreen according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At

step 1802, the device implements a secure execution environment having a touchscreen

driver. At step 1804, the device provides a first keypad image from the secure execution

environment to be displayed by the touchscreen. At step 1806, the device receives a first

input location coordinate at the secure execution environment from the touchscreen



driver. At step 1808, the device converts the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to

change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

[0072] One or more of the components, steps, features, and/or functions illustrated in

FIGS. 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8, 9, 10, 11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, 13, 14,

15, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and/or 18 may be rearranged and/or combined into a single

component, step, feature or function or embodied in several components, steps, or

functions. Additional elements, components, steps, and/or functions may also be added

without departing from the invention. The apparatus, devices, and/or components

illustrated in FIGS. 1, 9, and/or 14 may be configured to perform one or more of the

methods, features, or steps described in FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8,

10, 11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, 13, 15, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and/or 18. The algorithms

described herein may also be efficiently implemented in software and/or embedded in

hardware.

[0073] Moreover, in one aspect of the disclosure, the processing circuit 102 illustrated

in FIG. 1 may be a specialized processor (e.g., an application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC)) that is specifically designed and/or hard-wired to perform the algorithms,

methods, and/or steps described in FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8, and

18. Thus, such a specialized processor (ASIC) may be one example of a means for

executing the algorithms, methods, and/or steps described in FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B,

5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8, and 18. The memory circuit 104, 105 may also store processor

102 readable instructions that when executed by a specialized processor (e.g., ASIC) of

processor 102 causes the specialized processor to perform the algorithms, methods,

and/or steps described in FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8, and 18. In

another aspect of the disclosure, the processing circuit 902 illustrated in FIG. 9 may be a

specialized processor (e.g., ASIC) that is specifically designed and/or hard-wired to

perform the algorithms, methods, and/or steps described in FIGS. 10, 11A, 11B, 12A,

12B, 13, and 18. Thus, such a specialized processor (ASIC) may be one example of a

means for executing the algorithms, methods, and/or steps described in FIGS. 10, 11A,

11B, 12A, 12B, 13, and 18. The memory circuit 904, 914 may also store processor 902

readable instructions that when executed by a specialized processor (e.g., ASIC) of

processor 902 causes the specialized processor to perform the algorithms, methods,

and/or steps described in FIGS. 10, 11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, 13, and 18. In yet another

aspect of the disclosure, the processing circuit 1402 illustrated in FIG. 14 may be a



specialized processor (e.g., an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)) that is

specifically designed and/or hard-wired to perform the algorithms, methods, and/or

steps described in FIGS. 15, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and 18. Thus, such a specialized

processor (ASIC) may be one example of a means for executing the algorithms,

methods, and/or steps described in FIGS. 15, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and 18. The memory

circuit 1404, 1405 may also store processor 1402 readable instructions that when

executed by a specialized processor (e.g., ASIC) of processor 1402 causes the

specialized processor to perform the algorithms, methods, and/or steps described in

FIGS. 15, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and 18.

[0074] Also, it is noted that the aspects of the present disclosure may be described as

a process that is depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block

diagram. Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a sequential process,

many of the operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the

order of the operations may be re-arranged. A process is terminated when its operations

are completed. A process may correspond to a method, a function, a procedure, a

subroutine, a subprogram, etc. When a process corresponds to a function, its termination

corresponds to a return of the function to the calling function or the main function.

[0075] Moreover, a storage medium may represent one or more devices for storing

data, including read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic

disk storage mediums, optical storage mediums, flash memory devices and/or other

machine-readable mediums and, processor-readable mediums, and/or computer-

readable mediums for storing information. The terms "machine-readable medium",

"computer-readable medium", and/or "processor-readable medium" may include, but

are not limited to non-transitory mediums such as portable or fixed storage devices,

optical storage devices, and various other mediums capable of storing, containing or

carrying instruction(s) and/or data. Thus, the various methods described herein may be

fully or partially implemented by instructions and/or data that may be stored in a

"machine-readable medium", "computer-readable medium", and/or "processor-readable

medium" and executed by one or more processors, machines and/or devices.

[0076] Furthermore, aspects of the disclosure may be implemented by hardware,

software, firmware, middleware, microcode, or any combination thereof. When

implemented in software, firmware, middleware or microcode, the program code or

code segments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a machine-readable

medium such as a storage medium or other storage(s). A processor may perform the



necessary tasks. A code segment may represent a procedure, a function, a subprogram, a

program, a routine, a subroutine, a module, a software package, a class, or any

combination of instructions, data structures, or program statements. A code segment

may be coupled to another code segment or a hardware circuit by passing and/or

receiving information, data, arguments, parameters, or memory contents. Information,

arguments, parameters, data, etc. may be passed, forwarded, or transmitted via any

suitable means including memory sharing, message passing, token passing, network

transmission, etc.

[0077] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, elements, and/or

components described in connection with the examples disclosed herein may be

implemented or performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor

(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate

array (FPGA) or other programmable logic component, discrete gate or transistor logic,

discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to perform the

functions described herein. A general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, but

in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional processor, controller,

microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a

combination of computing components, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a

microprocessor, a number of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in

conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[0078] The methods or algorithms described in connection with the examples

disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software module

executable by a processor, or in a combination of both, in the form of processing unit,

programming instructions, or other directions, and may be contained in a single device

or distributed across multiple devices. A software module may reside in RAM memory,

flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard

disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the

art. A storage medium may be coupled to the processor such that the processor can read

information from, and write information to, the storage medium. In the alternative, the

storage medium may be integral to the processor.

[0079] Those of skill in the art would further appreciate that the various illustrative

logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in connection with the

aspects disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic hardware, computer

software, or combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of



hardware and software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and

steps have been described above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such

functionality is implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular

application and design constraints imposed on the overall system.

[0080] The various features of the invention described herein can be implemented in

different systems without departing from the invention. It should be noted that the

foregoing aspects of the disclosure are merely examples and are not to be construed as

limiting the invention. The description of the aspects of the present disclosure is

intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims. As such, the present

teachings can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses and many alternatives,

modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A device comprising:

a touchscreen adapted to display an image and receive an input; and

a processing circuit communicatively coupled to the touchscreen, the processing

circuit adapted to

implement a secure execution environment having a touchscreen driver,

provide a first keypad image from the secure execution environment to

be displayed by the touchscreen,

receive a first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver, and

convert the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change

the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

2. The device of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

convert the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of the character, the symbol, and/or the request to

change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen using a first keypad

image mapping implemented within the secure execution environment.

3. The device of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

generate the first keypad image at the secure execution environment prior

to providing the first keypad image.

4. The device of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

obtain the first keypad image from a secure memory associated with the

secure execution environment prior to providing the first keypad image.

5. The device of claim 1, wherein the secure execution environment includes a

display driver that sends the first keypad image to the touchscreen.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:



implement an insecure execution environment, wherein data stored or

processed at the secure execution environment is secure from unauthorized

access by an application associated with the insecure execution environment.

7. The device of claim 6, wherein the secure execution environment is independent

of the insecure execution environment.

8. The device of claim 6, wherein the insecure execution environment is insecure

relative to the secure execution environment.

9. The device of claim 6, wherein the insecure execution environment implements

a high level operating system.

10. The device of claim 6, wherein the first input location coordinate from the

touchscreen bypasses the insecure execution environment.

11. The device of claim 6, wherein converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment includes converting the first input location coordinate

at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen, and wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

obtain a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image and a second keypad image;

provide the plurality of keypad images from the secure execution

environment to a display driver associated with the insecure execution

environment; and

transmit a first request to display the first keypad image to the display

driver prior to receiving the first input location coordinate.

12. The device of claim 11, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

transmit a second request to display the second keypad image to the

display driver after converting the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image displayed

at the touchscreen;



update a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first keypad

image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad

image;

receive a second input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver; and

convert, using the second keypad image mapping, the second input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

13. The device of claim 6, wherein providing the first keypad image includes

providing the first keypad image to a display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment.

14. The device of claim 13, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

obtain a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image; and

select the first keypad image of the plurality keypad images prior to

providing the first keypad image to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment.

15. The device of claim 14, wherein converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment includes converting the first input location coordinate

at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen, and wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

provide a second keypad image of the plurality of keypad images from

the secure execution environment to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment;

update a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first keypad

image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad

image;

receive a second input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver; and



convert, using the second keypad image mapping, the second input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

16. A method operational in a device for secure input using a touchscreen, the

method comprising:

implementing a secure execution environment having a touchscreen

driver;

providing a first keypad image from the secure execution environment to

be displayed by the touchscreen;

receiving a first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver; and

converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change

the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

converting the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of the character, the symbol, and/or the request to

change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen using a first keypad

image mapping implemented within the secure execution environment.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

generating the first keypad image at the secure execution environment

prior to providing the first keypad image.

19. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

obtaining the first keypad image from a secure memory associated with

the secure execution environment prior to providing the first keypad image.

20. The method of claim 16, wherein the secure execution environment includes a

display driver that sends the first keypad image to the touchscreen.

The method of claim 16, further comprising:



implementing an insecure execution environment, wherein data stored or

processed at the secure execution environment is secure from unauthorized

access by an application associated with the insecure execution environment.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the secure execution environment is

independent of the insecure execution environment.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the insecure execution environment is insecure

relative to the secure execution environment.

24. The method of claim 21, wherein the insecure execution environment

implements a high level operating system.

25. The method of claim 21, wherein the first input location coordinate from the

touchscreen bypasses the insecure execution environment.

26. The method of claim 21, wherein converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment includes converting the first input location coordinate

at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen, and the method further comprises:

obtaining a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image and a second keypad image;

providing the plurality of keypad images from the secure execution

environment to a display driver associated with the insecure execution

environment; and

transmitting a first request to display the first keypad image to the

display driver prior to receiving the first input location coordinate.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

transmitting a second request to display the second keypad image to the

display driver after converting the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image displayed

at the touchscreen;



updating a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first keypad

image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad

image;

receiving a second input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver; and

converting, using the second keypad image mapping, the second input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

28. The method of claim 21, wherein providing the first keypad image includes

providing the first keypad image to a display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment.

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising:

obtaining a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image; and

selecting the first keypad image of the plurality keypad images prior to

providing the first keypad image to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment includes converting the first input location coordinate

at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen, and the method further comprises:

providing a second keypad image of the plurality of keypad images from

the secure execution environment to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment;

updating a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the first keypad

image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the second keypad

image;

receiving a second input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen driver; and



converting, using the second keypad image mapping, the second input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a character or a

symbol.

31. A device comprising :

means for implementing a secure execution environment having a

touchscreen driver;

means for providing a first keypad image from the secure execution

environment to be displayed by a touchscreen;

means for receiving a first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment from the touchscreen driver; and

means for converting the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request

to change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

32. The device of claim 31, further comprising:

means for converting the first input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment to at least one of the character, the symbol, and/or the

request to change the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen using a

first keypad image mapping associated with the secure execution environment.

33. The device of claim 31, further comprising:

means for generating the first keypad image at the secure execution

environment prior to providing the first keypad image.

34. The device of claim 31, further comprising:

means for obtaining the first keypad image from a secure memory

associated with the secure execution environment prior to providing the first

keypad image.

35. The device of claim 31, wherein the secure execution environment includes a

display driver that sends the first keypad image to the touchscreen.

The device of claim 31, further comprising:



means for implementing an insecure execution environment, wherein

data stored or processed at the secure execution environment is secure from

unauthorized access by an application associated with the insecure execution

environment.

37. The device of claim 36, wherein the secure execution environment is

independent of the insecure execution environment.

38. The device of claim 36, wherein the insecure execution environment is insecure

relative to the secure execution environment.

39. The device of claim 36, wherein the insecure execution environment implements

a high level operating system.

40. The device of claim 36, wherein the first input location coordinate from the

touchscreen bypasses the insecure execution environment.

41. The device of claim 36, wherein means for converting the first input location

coordinate at the secure execution environment includes means for converting the first

input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to the request to change

the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen, and the device further comprises:

means for obtaining a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad

images including the first keypad image and a second keypad image;

means for providing the plurality of keypad images from the secure

execution environment to a display driver associated with the insecure execution

environment; and

means for transmitting a first request to display the first keypad image to

the display driver prior to receiving the first input location coordinate.

42. The device of claim 41, further comprising:

means for transmitting a second request to display the second keypad

image to the display driver after converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen;



means for updating a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the

first keypad image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the

second keypad image;

means for receiving a second input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment from the touchscreen driver; and

means for converting, using the second keypad image mapping, the

second input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a

character or a symbol.

43. The device of claim 36, wherein providing the first keypad image includes

providing the first keypad image to a display driver associated with the insecure

execution environment.

44. The device of claim 43, further comprising:

means for obtaining a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad

images including the first keypad image; and

means for selecting the first keypad image of the plurality keypad images

prior to providing the first keypad image to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment.

45. The device of claim 44, wherein converting the first input location coordinate at

the secure execution environment includes converting the first input location coordinate

at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first keypad image

displayed at the touchscreen, and the device further comprises:

means for providing a second keypad image of the plurality of keypad

images from the secure execution environment to the display driver associated

with the insecure execution environment;

means for updating a first keypad image mapping corresponding to the

first keypad image to a second keypad image mapping corresponding to the

second keypad image;

means for receiving a second input location coordinate at the secure

execution environment from the touchscreen driver; and



means for converting, using the second keypad image mapping, the

second input location coordinate at the secure execution environment to a

character or a symbol.

46. A processor readable medium having one or more instructions operational in a

device for secure input using a touchscreen, the instructions which when executed by at

least one processor causes the processor to:

implement a secure execution environment;

provide a first keypad image from the secure execution environment to

be displayed by the touchscreen;

receive a first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment from the touchscreen; and

convert the first input location coordinate at the secure execution

environment to at least one of a character, a symbol, and/or a request to change

the first keypad image displayed at the touchscreen.

47. The processor readable medium of claim 46, wherein the instructions which

when executed by the processor further causes the processor to:

implement an insecure execution environment, wherein data stored or

processed at the secure execution environment is secure from unauthorized

access by an application associated with the insecure execution environment.

48. The processor readable medium of claim 47, wherein convert the first input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment includes convert the first input

location coordinate at the secure execution environment to the request to change the first

keypad image displayed at the touchscreen, and the instructions which when executed

by the processor further causes the processor to:

obtain a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image and a second keypad image;

provide the plurality of keypad images from the secure execution

environment to a display driver associated with the insecure execution

environment; and

transmit a first request to display the first keypad image to the display

driver prior to receiving the first input location coordinate.



49. The processor readable medium of claim 48, wherein provide the first keypad

image includes provide the first keypad image to a display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment, and the instructions which when executed by the

processor further causes the processor to:

obtain a plurality of keypad images, the plurality of keypad images

including the first keypad image; and

select the first keypad image of the plurality keypad images prior to

providing the first keypad image to the display driver associated with the

insecure execution environment.
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